LILLIAN AND GRACE FIGHT TO REUNITE A FAMILY IN ‘WHEN HOPE CALLS’ STREAMING OCTOBER 11, ON HALLMARK MOVIES NOW

STUDIO CITY, CA – September 9, 2019 – Reuniting an orphan with her family proves more difficult than expected for Lillian (Morgan Kohan) and Grace (Jocelyn Hudon) in “About a Girl,” but they will go to any length to help their children in “When Hope Calls,” available for streaming Friday, October 11, 2019 on Hallmark Movies Now. Though Lillian locates Helen’s (Riley O’Donnell) grandfather, Helen struggles to remember the facts about her past that she needs to know in order to prove her identity. Determined to see the reunion through, Lillian turns to Sam (Marshall Williams) and her friends in town for support. A friend from Grace’s past encourages Grace to follow her longstanding dream of moving to New York, while Chuck (Greg Hovanessian) urges her to stay. Gabriel’s (Ryan-James Hatanaka) investigation into the suspected bank fraud raises questions about how Ronnie (Neil Crone) funded his hotel, and Tess (Wendy Crewson) tries to protect Ronnie when his less-than-legal hotel funding gets him in hot water with debtors. Meanwhile, Maggie (Hanneke Talbot) helps a visitor who has come to Brookfield in search of wellness.

“When Hope Calls,” is a WHC Season 1 Productions Inc. In association with All Canadian Entertainment Inc. and Brad Krevoy Television. Brad Krevoy, Alfonso Moreno, Brian Bird, Michael Landon Jr., Susie Belzberg, Eric Jarboe, Jimmy Townsend and Amanda Philips Atkins are the executive producers. Kym Crepin, Michael Shepard and James Moorhouse are supervising producers. David Anselmo serves as producer. TW Peacocke directed from a script by Alfonso Moreno.
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